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W continue grinding
We
g
woodden graphic-th
heory for own needs, whichh we started in
n the
first paperr of this seriies. In this arrticle we willl assume thaat the graph iis connected.. We
construct a minimum forest consistting of the union
u
of the minimal spannning trees of
o its
connected components. Because of itts importancee in operationaal research annd in data anallysis,
ucting a miniimal spanningg tree of a vaalued
many algoorithms have been proposeed for constru
graph.
K
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1. Introduction

Commenttary. As wee have alreaady noted in
n the
previous article, in the futuree, to study th
the cluster sttructure iis sufficient to consider and examinee only their connecteed componennts are treess, and then successively
y to
each connectivityy component of the bush to apply thee obtainedd results.
The mainn idea MIVII is the foll owing. We take
the ccoding graphhs Γ (encoding algorithm
m graph is presented in the prevvious article in this seriees), which is represennting a certaiin visual infformation, suuch as imag
ge of
the paainting Ѿ. Compute
C
a minimum
m
spaanning tree Го of
the ggraph Γ (an algorithm for
f computinng the minim
mum
spannning tree of a graph is prresented in thhis article off the
seriess). Further too the tree Го calculate its needles {iГ} and
bodyy B. Needles are the maxiimum subtreees of Го with
h all
pointts, except forr two pointss of v(iГ) andd o(iГ), with
h degree eequal to twoo: st(v(iГ)) =1
1. v(iГ) is thee top of the needle iГ, and st(o(iГ)) ≥ 1 (o(iГ) is the basiis of a needlle iГ.
Fig. 1.
1 A. Fomennko “A hedg
gehog”
The b
body B is the remaining part of the trree Го. Thuss, we
о
turn oour tree Г too the hedgeh
hog
I(B) = (B,{iГ}),
(1)
or G--invariant of graph Γ.
panning treess of the grap
ph Γ, the fol-If we calcculate all thee hedgehogs Ii(Γ), i = 1, n for all n sp
lowinng hypothesis seems to be true.
Hypoothesis. The collection off all hedgehoogs
Ii(Γ), i = 1, n ,

(2)

is a complete systtem of invariiants of a plaane graph Γ.
If we assuume the valiidity of the aabove hypoth
hesis, and that the graph Γ for IVI picture,
p
obvi-ouslyy, is flat, we can
c assume that
t the hedggehog (1) is a certain indiividual charaacteristic of pattern
p
Ѿ.
The samee goes for IV
VI of face, thhat actually (topologically
y!) is a flat ppattern, the hedgehog
h
(1))
is an individual innvariant.
Finally, for
f graphs IV
VI of any steereo Ѩ the hedgehog
h
(1) is probably not enough to the quali-¹ 2, 2013
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tative identification of the image. Then, we need to calculate all the hedgehogs (2), or even all the
hedgehogs of all components of a manifolds Ϻ, representing the flat surface of the stereo image Ѩ.
2. More about the graphs

At first, there are a few necessary approvals.
Theorem 1. Let
Γ = (V, E), E  VuV
be a graph. The following two assertions are equivalent:
(а) Γ is connected.
(b) Γ has a partial graph which is a tree.

(3)

Proof. (a) implies (b). We construct a sequence Γ = Γ0, Γ1,..., Γm of partial graphs of Γ defined as follows: Γi is a connected graph obtained by removing one edge from
Γi-1. Because of the finiteness of Γ graph, we eventually come to a tree Γm.. In an extreme
case, Γm. will be the usual edge. The converse is obvious, even more.
When the partial graph H of Γ is a tree, we say that H is a tree of Γ. If H is a tree of a subgraph of Γ we say that H is a partial sub-tree of Γ. Now consider a connected valued G. The length
dLH of a tree H of Γ is defined to be the sum of the lengths of the edges of H. A tree H of Γ such that
dLH is a minimum is called a minimal spanning tree of Γ. Before indicating a solution, we will show
that when the lengths of the edges are all different this tree is unique.
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph valued by an injective edge’s function ℐ
ℐ : E→ℝ+ .

(4)

Then the minimum spanning tree T of (G, ℐ) is unique.
Proof. Let T1 and T2 be two distinct minimal spanning trees of G. Let U be the set whose elements are
the edges of T1 which are not edges of T2 and the edges of T2 which are not edges of T1. Let (uv) be
the edge of U (unique because of the injectivity of ℐ) of smallest length. Assume that (uv) is an edge
of T1. In T2 the vertices u and v are joined by a path:
u = u0ul . . .um = v.
Since T1 is acyclic and since (uv) is an edge of T1, at least one of the edges in this path is in U. If ℐ
(uiui+1) < ℐ (uv), for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m – 1, then ℐ (uv) is not minimal in U. Thus, there exists an edge
(uiui+1) in (3) such that ℐ (uiui+1) > ℐ (uv) . Now consider the partial graph T3 of G obtained from T2
by removing the edge (uiui+1) and adding the edge (uv). T3 is clearly connected. Moreover, it has no
cycle not containing (uv) (for this would be a cycle of T2) and every cycle of T3 containing (uv) would
define a cycle of T2 by using the path (3). Thus T2 is a tree of G and, by construction,
ℐ (T3) = ℐ (T2) + ℐ (uv) - ℐ (uiui+1) < ℐ (T2)
which contradicts the minimality of T2.
3. The idea of the algorithm

It is an example of a greet-algorithm, see 5.algorithm 2, which operates on an ordered list of
edges G given in order of increasing length. The greet-algorithm is an approximation algorithm computes a spanning tree for very large graphs. The two smallest edges necessarily occur in the minimal
tree. At each stage, we consider the next edge. If it does not create a cycle, we add this edge to the tree,
otherwise we pass on to the next step. The greet-algorithm stops when all the vertices have been included. This procedure is particularly simple to implement because an edge does not create a cycle
unless its two end-points belong to the same connected component. It therefore suffices for each edge
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remaining to ascertain the number of the connected component corresponding to each endpoint. Since
we examine at most n(n  1) / 2 edges (the number of edges in a complete graph), the complexity of
this algorithm is O(n2) once the values of the edges have been arranged in order of increasing value.
But this preliminary procedure, if it is not required for other analyses, is rather lengthy and more rapid
algorithms are known. In any case we will encounter it again when we present the algorithm for enumerating the connected components of the threshold graphs of a complete valued graph.
4. G-trees (Hedgehogs)

Let T = (V , E) be a tree, for example obtained by greet-algorithm. A needle I of the tree T is
a subtree I = (VI , EI), VI  V, EI  E, in which all the vertices VI

^v(I) , o(I)` have a degree equal to

two, st(v(I)) =1, st(o(I)) ≥ 1. A vertex v(I) is called the edge (or top), and a vertex o(I) is called a nest
of needle I. A needle I is double-edged, if st(o(I)) = 1. A sharpening of needle I, denoted as I°, is a
subgraph, which coincides with I on all edges and vertices except the nest, o(°I) = 1. The body of the
tree T is a subgraph ℬ(T), which removed all the sharpenings of all its needles. Suppose that the set
{°Ij}, jJ is the set of all the sharpenings of the tree T. Then the pair
I(B) = (ℬ(T),{°Ij}, jJ ),

(5)

is called the hedgehog of the tree T.
In the rest of this article we will consider trees (valued or not) some of whose vertices (called
real vertices) are labelled and some of which (called latent vertices) are not. The 'labels' are elements
of a set X which is fixed once and for all. The idea is that, taking account of the data relating to the
real vertices, the latent vertices play the role of 'intermediary' vertices which are required to obtain a
tree structure. Before proceeding further we will indicate a number of situations in which one encounters this requirement.
Let T = (V, E) be a tree. Further, Dmax denote the length of the longest edge v* plus 1. At each
iteration we simply adjoin a vertex outside the tree T (the nearest) and update the distances of the outside vertices from the tree T. This is implemented by a very simple data structure: we use two arrays
 and  of dimension n. If the vertex v is in the tree, (v) is the number of the vertex to which v has

been previously attached, and (v) = Dmax, otherwise T(v) is the tree vertex closest to v and (v) is the
length of the edge v -(v). At each iteration,we look for a vertex w such that  (w) is minimal and we
add this vertex to the tree. We then assign V(w) = Draax. Then for each vertex s outside the tree (for
which  (s) < Dmax , we compare its distance from the previous tree to the length of s – w. If the latter

length is smaller, we put (s) = w and equate  (s) to this length.
Initially the last vertex n is the only one located in the tree, and it is therefore the closest ver-

tex to all the others. At each iteration we scan the array  of dimension n and we adjoin one vertex
and one edge. After n – 1 iterations, the n – i edges in the tree are v – (v). This algorithm has complexity O(n2). The minimal spanning tree can be stored using a file structure which is found in all of
our programs. Among other things, this allows us to draw it using the methods for drawing trees that
we will meet in other part of article.
Examples 1

We are concerned here with the problem of grouping the elements of a set X into homogeneous classes according to certain criteria. This set may be structured in various ways: by the observation or calculation of measures of proximity among its elements, using values taken by one or several
variables etc. In the hierarchical model the classes so formed may be compared by order of inclusion
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and two inccomparable classes are always
a
disjooint. The classses can be located at thhe nodes of a tree
whose edgees represent direct
d
compaarisons in ordder of inclusiion. The leav
ves of this treee are occupiied by
the individuuals that we wish to classify (i.e. thhe elements of
o X or the species): lioon, cheetah.... The
nodes (i.e. tthe classes, orders,
o
families and gendders) thereforre arise as in
ntermediariess which are necesn
sary to obtaain a tree classsification off X.
Examples 2

Thee biological literature
l
abo
ounds in phyylogenetic trrees of extrem
mely varied ttypes. We will only mention nnon-rooted trees.
t
Figure 2 exhibits tw
wo simplified
d examples. Here X is thhe set {man, chimpanzee, gorilla, gibbonn, orangutan
n}. Each off
these trees iinterprets an evolutionary
y hypothesis .
We remarkk that they differ
d
from classificatory
c
y
trees in twoo respects: while
w
the tree in exampless
1, in a naturral manner, from bottom
m to top (cor-responding to inclusionn between claasses) no di-rectional reaading is assuumed a priori in phyloge-netic trees (such a direection, if it were givenn,
would indiccate a hypothhesis about the directionn
of evolutionn). On the other
o
hand, in
i classifica-tion trees itt is only the leaves which
h are labeledd
(since they represent the objects to be classifiedd
while the nnodes corresspond to thee classes ob-tained). In phylogenettic trees, although
a
thee
leaves are sstill labeled, some nodess may repre-sent some known com
mmon ancesttors. We re-mark that th
this type of tree is not the
t exclusivee
preserve off naturalists, it is also used
u
in otherr
domains, suuch as the filing
fi
of man
nuscripts, thee Fig. 2.
psychology of memory etc.
Examples 3

An additive treee is a tree of
o the phyloggenetic type whose edgess are valued.. They correespond
to the follow
wing problem
m: given a set
s X and ann index of prroximity 5 on
o X, determ
mine a valued
d tree,
whose set oof leaves is contained in X,
X such that the length of the paths jo
oining two eelements of X constitute a 'goood approxim
mation' to 5. The real verrtices are the elements of
o X; the lateent vertices correspond to thee nodes whicch need to be
b added in oorder to obtaain the 'best possible'
p
appproximation. After
being used in Operationnal Research and the Anaalysis of Info
ormation, thee utilisation of these treees was
revivified bby Mathemattical Psychollogy. Indeedd, they supply
y a method for
f analysingg and represeenting
similarities in accordannce with stru
uctured hypootheses (e.g. about mem
mory organizzation and certain
c
types of reppresentationss of the univ
verse of knoowledge) con
ncerning the objects betw
ween which these
similarities are evaluateed. For a sim
milar reason (evolutionarry hypotheses) they are ccommonly used in
'systematic biology'. Picture 1 repreesents an 'addditive' tree calculated on
o the basis of similarity
y data
perceived between varioous perceivab
ble.
Examples 4

Theese corresponnd originally
y to the follow
wing problem
m: given n po
oints in the aarline plane, find a
tree of miniimal length containing
c
all these poinnts. Figure 3 shows a sim
mple examplee of a Steineer tree
on three poiints. The reaal vertices aree the n initiaal points, the latent verticces are those which it is necesn
sary to add in order to obtain
o
a treee of minimall length. This problem haas many vari
riants, for example
the Steiner pproblem in a graph: giveen a valued ggraph (G, L) and a set X of
o vertices off G (the real vertices), determ
mine a partiaal subtree of G whose veertices contaiin X and whose length iss minimal. We
W remark that inn a Steiner tree, each leaff is a real verrtex.
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Fig. 33.
Let O be a finite set (discrete graaph!) and T = (V, E), D = (V1, E1) aare trees. I(B
B) = (ℬ(T) ,
{°Ij}, jJ ) is heddgehog деревва T. A simp
ple O-hedgeehog T (we will
w simply ssay — O-hed
dgehog, or a
O
g will mean a generaliza-hedggehog, if cleaarly defined O, althoughh in the future, the term O-hedgehog
tion, when O is ann arbitrary fiinite graph) iis a triple
ℙℍ(T)) = (T , ℍ , O
O)

(6)

momorphism ℍ from O to
oT
formeed by a tree T and a hom
ℍ:O➾T

(7)

such that ℍ(O) arre isomorphic to Ω
ℍ(O) ≃ Ω
wheree Ω =

∪

(8)

°Ij .

j±J

The homoomorphism ℍ is the labeeling of the ℙℍ(T). The vertices in ℍ((O) are calleed real verti-ces annd the verticces in V - ℍ(O
O) are calledd latent vertiices.
Two O-h
hedgehog ℙℍ(T) and ℙℚ(D
D) are isomorphic ⇔ iff there exists a bijection M from V too
V1
M : V → V1

(9)

such that:
(i) an edgge <vu>  V ⇔ M (v)M(u
u)  V1;
(ii) M ∘ ℍ = ℚ
wheree “∘” is compposition of maps.
m
Thus twoo isomorphicc hedgehog oonly differ in
n the 'namess' given to thhe latent verrtices; in thee
follow
wing we willl consider them to be equual.
We distinnguish betweeen differentt types of O-hedgehog
O
ℙℍ(T) accordding to the nature
n
of thee
functtion ℍ. Whenn ℍ(O) is thee set of leavees of T, we say that the O- hedgehogg ℙℍ(T) is frree. When ℍ
(O) iss the set V of all verticess of T (i.e. w
when ℍ is surjjective), we say that ℙℍ(T
T) is constra
ained. Whenn
the hoomomorphissm ℍ is injecctive (i.e. whhen there is no multiple laabeling), we say that hedgehog ℙℍ(T))
is sep
parated.
mple, the O-hedgehog in F
Figure 1 is seeparated, O-h
hedgehog in Figure 1 is free.
f
For exam
A separatted, constrain
ned O- hedggehog ℙℍ(T) may
m simply be identifiedd with a tree. When theree
is no ambiguity we
w may simply denote thee ℙℍ(T) by T.
T
6. Alg
gorithm 2

The algoorithm implemented beelow is a recursive
r
prrocedure (grreet-algorith
hm) due too
V. V.. Gritsak (19980). We staart with a trree consistin
ng of a singlle vertex and
nd we adjoin
n the nearestt
¹ 2, 2013
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neighbour to this vertex (and the edge which joins them). This subtree with two vertices is minimal.
Now, if we have a minimal partial subtree and if we add to it an edge, with one endpoint in the tree
and one endpoint outside it, and if this edge is minimal in the set of edges having this property, we
obtain another minimal sub-tree. It is easy to show that the minimal spanning tree is obtained after n–i
iterations.
10 INPUT "File name";NS : NN$=N$.".DIS"
20 OPEN "I",#I,N : INPUT #1,N :INPUT #1,N2
30 DIM D(N2) ,T%(N) ,V(N) ,L(N)
40 Ni=N-1 : FOR I=l TO N2 : INPUT $1,D(I)
50 IF D(I)>DMAX THEN DMAX=D(I)
60 NEXT I : CLOSE #1 : DMAX=DMAX+i
100 PRINT " separate vertex";NS : PRINT : PRINT .... ;
110 FOR I=l TO N1 : PRINT USING "####..;I; : NEXT I : PRINT : PRINT
120 FOR J=2 TO N : PRINT USING "##";J; : pRINT ..... ;
130 FOR I=l TO J-1 : GOSUB 2120
140 PRINT USING "###.#";D(P); : NEXT I : PRINT
150 NEXT J : PRINT
500 REM The main algorithm
510 J=N : FOR I=1 TO N1 : T%(I)=N : GOSUB 2120
520 V(I)=D(P) : NEXT I : T%(N)=0 : SOM=0
530 FOR ITER=I TO N1 : DMIN=DMAX
540 FOR K=i TO N1 : IF V(K)<DMIN THEN DMIN=V(K) : MIN=K
550 NEXT K : V(MIN)=DMAX : SC 4=SC 4+DMIN : L(MIN)=DMIN
600 REM received a neighborhood tree
610 FOR K=i TO N1 : IF V(K)=DMAX THEN 640
620 I=K : J=MIN : GosUB 2110
630 IF D(P)<V(K) THEN T%(K)=MIN : V(K)=D(P)
640 NEXT K : NEXT ITER
700 PRINT " Minimal spanning tree " : PRINT
710 FOR I=1 TO N1 : PRINT "Edge ";I; ...... ;T%(I);
720 PRINT " length ";L(I) : NEXT I : PRINT
730 PRINT " the sum of the lengths of edges ";Sf 4
740 PRINT : GOSUB 3400 : END
2100 REM P := (I,J)
2110 IF I>J T EN S$ %P I,J
2120 P=(I-1)*(N-I/2)+J-I : RETURN
3400 INPUT " You get a tree (Y/N) ";CS
3405 IF C$<>"Y" THEN RETURN
3410 INPUT " File name ";NS : NS=NS+".ARB"
3420 OPEN "O",#1,N$ : PRINT #1,N : FOR I=1 TON1
3430 PRINT #l,I : PRINT #1,T%(I) : PRINT #i,L(I)
3440 NEXT I : CLOSE #1 : RETURN
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Гритсак-Грёнер В. В., Гритсак-Грёнер Ю.
Математические методы идентификации визуальной информации. 2.
Мы продолжаем шлифование теории графов-деревьев, начатое в первой статье этой серии. В этой статье
мы будем считать, что граф связный. Построим минимальный лес, состоящий объединения минимальных остовных деревьев его связных компонент. Из-за важности этих понятий в исследованиях операций
и для анализа данных, предложены алгоритмы для построения минимального остовного дерева взвешенного графа.
Ключевые слова: граф, изображение, визуальная информация.
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